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ABSTRACT
Expresso is a multiple sequence alignment server
that aligns sequences using structural information.
The user only needs to provide sequences. The server
runs BLAST to identify close homologues of the
sequences within the PDB database. These PDB
structures are used as templates to guide the alignment of the original sequences using structure-based
sequence alignment methods like SAP or Fugue.
The final result is a multiple sequence alignment of
the original sequences based on the structural
information of the templates. An advanced mode
makes it possible to either upload private structures
or specify which PDB templates should be used
to model each sequence. Providing the suitable structural information is available, Expresso delivers
sequence alignments with accuracy comparable
with structure-based alignments. The server is available on http://www.tcoffee.org/.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, multiple sequence alignments (MSAs)
have become one of the most widely used tools in biology
along with database search methods. MSAs are needed
for profile analysis, phylogenetic reconstruction, structure
prediction and a wealth of minor but important applications
such as PCR primer design or sequence reconciliation. The
ever-growing reliance on MSAs is even more pronounced now
that hundreds of complete genomes are being made available.
This window opened on evolution provides an ideal context
for MSAs to fulfill their potential as key tools in functional
genomics.

Unfortunately, MSA packages are not yet accurate enough
to deliver all their promises and the sharp increase in the
number of methods recently published (25 novel programs
over the last 5 years) illustrates well the expectation for
improvement within the community. MSAs are not always
good enough for large-scale analysis and while immense
progress has been made to accurately align multiple sets of
sequences with >40% average identity, recent benchmarks
published with the MAFFT 5 package (1) reveal that state
of the art methods still fail to reliably align distantly related
sequences. In the so-called ‘Twilight zone’ (2), sequences with
<20% identity cannot be aligned with >30% average accuracy
(as judged by comparison with reference alignments). So far,
the most convincing solution to this problem has been to
supplement sequences with structural information (3).
The reason why structure-based MSAs are more accurate is
not so much a consequence of better algorithms but rather an
effect of structures evolutionary stability. Structures evolve
slower than the sequences (4) and even when sequences
have diverged beyond recognition it is often possible to establish homology (i.e. common ancestry) on the basis of 3D folds
comparisons (3). The increasing availability of structural data
(5) means that relying on structure-based methods for
sequence analysis has become much more realistic than it
used to be. However, sequences are still being determined
much faster than structures, thus creating a context where
methods able to efficiently combine sequences and structure
into accurate MSAs are needed. To the best of our knowledge,
only six algorithms have been designed that are able to make
use of secondary (6,7) or tertiary (8–10) structure information.
In the context of this work, we used 3D-Coffee (11) for its
ability to combine the output of several methods into one
unique model. 3D-Coffee is based on the T-Coffee algorithm
(12), a heuristic method that uses a progressive algorithm to
compute an MSA having a high consistency with a collection of pre-computed pairwise alignments (the library).
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In 3D-Coffee, the principle is the same except that the library’s
pairwise alignments are derived from structural superpositions
using methods like Sap (13), Lsqman (14) or possibly any
alternative structure alignment package [for a review see
(15)]. When using combinations of structures and sequences,
3DCoffee can also incorporate structure-sequence (threading)
alignment methods like Fugue (16) to ease the diffusion of
structural information onto the sequences.
3D-Coffee has been available via the web server
3DCoffee@igs for >2 years (17). The original implementation
made it possible to combine sequences and structures using
the most advanced T-Coffee options through a simple web
interface. Although it provides access to most of the T-Coffee
inline functions, this server requires the user to explicitly
specify which structural template is to be associated with
each sequence. This specification, made through a cumbersome procedure of sequence renaming, was complicated and
impractical for non-specialists.
The novel version of 3D-Coffee@igs is named Expresso
because it makes it possible for non-specialists to rapidly and
automatically benefit from the strength of 3D-Coffee. The
term Expresso also conveys the notion of aroma extraction
and concentration, a notion that resonates with the way structures are ‘expressed’ within the MSA. In Expresso, we implemented an automated identification of suitable structural
templates via a BLAST search against the PDB database.
3D-Coffee uses the selected structures to assemble a genuine
structure-based MSA during a process that merely looks like a
standard sequence alignment procedure from the user’s point
of view. Providing the appropriate structural information is
available, Expresso is significantly more accurate than regular
homology-based methods and its alignments are often indistinguishable from reference structure-based alignments (11).
METHODS
Selection of the Structural Template
The core idea of Expresso is to reliably identify structures that
can be used as templates for the sequences (source) one wishes
to align. The rationale is that any alignment carried out on the
templates can easily be transposed onto the source sequences
as long as the source and the template are highly homologous.
The most basic and important step in Expresso is a BLAST
search of the source sequences against PDB, in order to
identify suitable templates. A BLAST match is considered
a suitable template if it displays a minimum of 60% sequence
identity with the source sequence and a minimum coverage of
70% (i.e. 70% of the source sequence residues matched).
These rather conservative criteria were chosen to limit the
template selection to close homologues whose alignment
with the source is entirely non-ambiguous. No effort is
made to identify structures with special conformations, or
resolutions, although this could easily be added to the pipeline.
However, whenever the automatic procedure appears inappropriate, the user can explicitly declare the source–template
association using the advanced mode of the server.
Integration of the Structural Template
Once every sequence with a structural homologue has
been assigned its template, 3DCoffee undertakes the
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library computation step. It applies a collection of
pre-defined pairwise alignment methods on every pair of
sequences. The methods are either sequence-based alignment (e.g. lalign) or structure-based (e.g. SAP). When using
structural methods, a structure-based alignment of the templates is first computed. The two source sequences are
then aligned to their respective templates, and the induced
pairwise alignment of the two sources is integrated within
the library (Figure 1). The accuracy of this delicate process
relies on a high level of identity between the source and the
template sequence, hence the stringency of the original
BLAST search.
Alignment computation
Once the library assembly step is finished, the MSA is
assembled in a progressive fashion, using the standard
T-Coffee algorithm. The default mode of the server for
running T-Coffee is
t_coffee <seq> -in Mslow_pair, Msap_pair, Mlalign_
id_pair –template_file SCRIPT_blast.pl,
where SCRIPT_blast.pl is a stand-alone script that BLASTs
every source sequence against PDB in order to identify suitable structural templates (if they exist).

USING EXPRESSO
Default mode
The server can be accessed at http://www.tcoffee.org/, by
clicking on the Expresso link, either advanced or regular.
To use the regular mode, one simply needs to cut and paste
FASTA sequences. No special precaution is needed to name
the sequences.
Advanced mode
The advanced mode of the server offers many more possibilities and guides the user with a series of bulleted points:
 Cut and paste your sequences.
 Upload your PDB structures. Should be used when
some of the structures are not in the public domain. When
uploading a PDB template, the associated source sequence
is automatically generated using the SEQRES field. PDB
files must follow the standard PDB format and the server
requires a TITLE, a HEADER, an ATOM and a SEQRES
section.
 Select the methods. The default selection corresponds to
3DCoffee. Further structure alignment methods will soon
be added, along with new multiple sequence alignment
packages. Users are welcome to suggest the incorporation
of any public domain method.
 PDB template selection. By default no template is used in
the advanced mode. Users should check the SCRIPT box to
automatically fetch the templates with BLAST, or specify
the source to template correspondences in the box below.
The format for doing so is indicated in the corresponding
section.
Figure 2 shows a typical output, computed on the
HOMSTRAD thioredoxin family (18). The first alignment
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Figure 1. Computation of a template-based library. Structural templates are assigned to each original source sequence and these templates are used to generate a
structure-based sequence alignment. The final library alignment is generated by aligning each source sequence with its template, thus generating a template-based
alignment of the two sources.

(Figure 2a) was computed using the standard T-Coffee
protocol, while the other (Figure 2b) is an Expresso
MSA computed using the regular mode. In the T-Coffee
alignment, 15% of the columns are correctly aligned (as
judged by comparison with the HOMSTRAD reference
alignment) while in the Expresso MSA, 49% of the columns
appear to be correct. Figure 2c shows which template was
selected for each sequence. When selecting the template,
no attempt is made to match the source sequence name
with the template name, which sometimes results
in apparent discrepancies (1aaza modelled with 1de2A).
While in most cases, these arbitrary choices should
not affect the output, better control can be achieved by

specifying the template/sequence correspondence in the
advanced mode.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Expresso is an improved version of the original 3DCoffee@igs
server. Structures are now fetched automatically and used to
guide the alignment. This procedure can result in a dramatic
improvement of the sequence alignment when homologue
PDB structures are available. From the user point of view,
Expresso is a regular multiple sequence alignments server that
seamlessly includes structural information in MSAs, allowing
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 2. Computation of an Expresso Alignment. (a) Default T-Coffee alignment of the thioredoxin HOMSTRAD dataset. Red portions have a high reliability
and are expected to be more accurate that the rest. Blue and green portions are the less consistent. Consistency is estimated from a sequence-based T-Coffee library.
In this MSA 15% of the columns are similar to the reference HOMSTRAD MSA. (b) Expresso Alignment. Consistency is now estimated from a library computed
using template-based alignments. In this alignment 49% of the columns are similar to the HOMSTRAD reference MSA. (c) Automatic template assignment.

non-specialists to benefit from the power of structure-based
sequence alignment without having to address all the technical
issues it implies. Future developments will involve a gradual
extension of the methods available for combination in the
advanced section.
We strongly encourage users to send us their feedback.
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